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SIQURA™ MS15 Multi Surface Cleaner & Protectant is a specifically 
formulated neutral multi-surface detergent designed to break down 
biofilms, clean surfaces and extend the life of SIQURA™ Hospital 
Grade Disinfectant and Protectant. It is ideal to use on most 
surfaces including aluminium, steel, plastic and fabrics. SIQURA™ 
MS15 and HG75 work together as a system. HG75 disinfects and 
uses Quatlock technology to lock onto surfaces and create a self-
sanitising surface that continues to defend against bacterial attack. 
MS15 can then can be used for routine general cleaning in between 
disinfection cycles. 



How do you use SIQURA™ MS15? 

How friendly is SIQURA™ MS15?
SIQURA™ MS15 is made from naturally derived surfactants, 
it’s pH-7, phosphate-free and neutral. Rapidly degrading it 
breaks down to form simple organic compounds — reducing 
the potential for negative environmental impacts. It’s friendly 
formulation will help to remove spillages and general traffic dirt 
from a range of hard surfaces including floors, counters, door 
handles, furniture and seating. It is suitable for alkali-sensitive 
surfaces such as terrazzo, marble or ceramic tiles. 

How does MS15 work?
SIQURA™ MS15 has colloidial surfactants in it. Surfactants 
are what’s called ‘surface-active agents’ and their role is 
to lower the surface tension between two things. In this 
case they work on a macromolecular level to clean dirt, 
spillages, oils and other matter by dislodging them from the 
surface. It also contains SIQURA™ Quatlock which boosts the 
protective shield created by 75HG.

SIQURA™ MS15  has been designed as part of a clean, disinfect and protect hygiene system and is to be used in 
between your regular applications of SIQURA™ HG75. Together these products form an advanced antibacterial 
defense system for a cleaner environment. 
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Ideal for use within:
 
Healthcare: Hospitals & Medical Clinics
Hospitality: Restaurants & Cafes
Education: Childcare, Schools, Universities
Public Transport: Buses, Trains, Trams
Retail Spaces: Counters, Touchpoints
Lifestyle Environments: Gyms & Fitness
Homes: Furniture, Floors, Fixtures
Vehicles: Cars, Vans, Trucks

SIQURA™ MS15 is ideal for 
intermittent cleaning. Spray the entire 
surface area or apply directly to a 
sponge or microfiber cloth and wipe 
clean. Allow to airdry and once dry 
the Quatlock protective defense has 
been boosted. 

SIQURA™ Hospital Grade Surface 
Disinfectant & Protectant destroys 
bacteria and locks onto surfaces 
to provide 24hrs of active defense 
on high touch surfaces and up to 
30 days on low touch areas. It kills 
99.999% of bacteria and is effective 
against viruses* including COVID-19. 

Solvent-free
No chlorines
No bleaches
No carcinogenic compounds
Non-oxidative
Non-flammable
Bio-friendly
Phosphate & Paraben Free

How is it available? 
CODE  DESCRIPTION      PACK

0-0958       MS15 500ml Spray Head Bottle      12
0-0965       MS15 500ml Refill             12
0-0972       MS15 5L Drum          2
0-0996      MS15 10L Drum          1
0-0989      MS15 20L Drum          1 
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